There are only two ways to grow revenue:

1. **Sell new products and services to existing customers.**

2. **Sell existing products and services to new customers.**

With that in mind, it is up to 10 times more costly to acquire a new customer than to retain an existing one.

Most companies spend their marketing on acquiring new customers, but don’t forget the more predictable source of revenue right under your nose – existing customers.

The rule that 80% of revenue comes from 20% of your customers often applies. In my experience with underperforming companies, there is a lack of focus on the fundamentals of selling and marketing.

Get back to basics to understand your buying audience. Determine what the customer values, in what context he values it, and how he measures that value. Honestly answer some questions regarding your focus, and make changes to hone your approach.

What is your customer trying to accomplish? What customer needs will and will not be satisfied? What is the benefit to the customer of the product we provide? What is the generic customer need that motivates them to buy? Why will the customer buy from us, what are our distinct competencies? You must differentiate your product and company from the competition.

The answer to one simple product-related question really predicts success or failure.

The problem is that most marketers ask the wrong question, and sales show poor results because of it.

The wrong question: “What product do I want to create?”

This doesn’t sound wrong, it makes sense, and even caters to what you like to do. Don’t get emotionally attached to stuff that you would want. The dilemma is that your audience may not be ready for your product.
A better question is: “What does my audience say it wants right now?”

It is a much easier sell when you deliver a solution to your customer because they are pre-sold.

Develop an account management and customer service philosophy and utilize incentives tied to customer’s goals to establish the importance of these functions. Continue to understand what your customer values and how you can improve their results. Work with customers to increase what you can provide to grow their business and they will grow yours.

Also, be sure to offer complimentary products and services.

I had a client in the printing business who began to offer digital versions of catalogs, forms, and CDs in addition to just their pre-press and print services, which increased sales by 150 percent.

Talk with your clients. Listen to them.

Follow some of these tips, and watch the sales come in. bbj
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